Memory access behavior analysis of NUMA-based shared memory programs
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Abstract: Shared memory applications running transparently on top of NUMA architectures often face severe performance problems due to bad data locality and excessive remote memory accesses. Optimizations with respect to data locality are therefore necessary, but require a fundamental understanding of an application’s memory access behavior. The information necessary for this cannot be obtained using simple code instrumentation due to the implicit nature of the communication handled by the NUMA hardware, the large amount of traffic produced at runtime, and the fine access granularity in shared memory codes. In this paper an approach to overcome these problems and thereby to enable an easy and efficient optimization process is presented. Based on a low-level hardware monitoring facility in coordination with a comprehensive visualization tool, it enables the generation of memory access histograms capable of showing all memory accesses across the complete address space of an application’s working set. This information can be used to identify access hot spots, to understand the dynamic behavior of shared memory applications, and to optimize applications using an application specific data layout resulting in significant performance improvements.

1. Motivation

The development of parallel programs which run efficiently on parallel machines is a difficult task and takes much more effort than the development of sequential codes. A programmer has to consider communication and synchronization requirements, the complexity of data accesses, and the problem of partitioning work and data. Even after a program has been validated and produces correct results, a considerable amount of work has to be done in order to tune the parallel program to efficiently exploit the resources of the parallel machine.

This task becomes even more complicated on parallel machines with NUMA characteristics (Non Uniform Memory Access). Shared memory programs running on top of such machines often face severe performance problems due to bad data locality and excessive remote memory accesses. In this case, optimizations with respect to data locality are necessary for a better performance. The information required for data locality optimizations cannot be acquired easily as communication events are potentially very frequent, relatively short, fine-grained, and implicit.

In this paper, a comprehensive approach for an easy and efficient data locality optimization process is presented. This approach is based on a hardware monitoring concept which allows the acquisition of very fine-grained communication events. The information is being delivered to a visualization tool which enables the generation of memory access histograms capable of showing all memory accesses across the complete virtual address space of an application’s working set. Using this graphical representation, the programmer can identify access hot spots, understand the dynamic behavior of shared memory applications, and optimize the program with an application specific data layout resulting in significant performance improvements.

The approach has been developed and evaluated on PC clusters with an SCI interconnection technology (Scalable Coherent Interface [3,5]). SCI supports memory-oriented transactions over a ringlet-based network topology, effectively supporting a distributed shared memory in hardware. In order to support shared memory programming on top of such a NUMA ar-
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chitecture, a software framework has been developed within the SMiLE project (Shared Memory in a LAN like Environment) which closes the semantic gap between the global view of the distributed physical memories in NUMA architectures and the global virtual memory abstraction required by shared memory programming models [8,17]. This framework supports, in principle, almost arbitrary shared memory programming models on top of the PC cluster [13] and thereby creates a flexible target platform for the presented monitoring approach.

The paper is organized as follows. The next section presents the SMiLE approach supporting shared memory programming on SCI-based PC-clusters. The SMiLE monitoring approach is being covered in Section 3. Section 4 describes the tool environment supporting the data locality optimization process. The paper concludes with a brief overview of related work in Section 5 and some final remarks in Section 6.

2. Shared memory in NUMA clusters

Cluster systems in combination with NUMA (Non-Uniform Memory Access) networks work on the principle of a global physical address space and enable each node to transparently access the memories on all other nodes within the system. They thereby form a favorable architectural tradeoff by combining the scalability and cost-effectiveness of standard clusters with a shared memory support close to CC-NUMA and SMP systems. However, in order to exploit this hardware support for shared memory environments, a software framework is required which closes the semantic gap between the distributed physical memories of NUMA machines and the global virtual memory abstraction required by shared memory programming models.

Such a shared memory framework based on SCI (Scalable Coherent Interface [3]), an IEEE-standardized [5] cluster interconnect with NUMA capabilities, has been developed within the SMiLE [7] (Shared Memory in a LAN-like Environment) project, which broadly investigates in SCI-based cluster computing. In addition, this framework, called HAMSTER [13] (Hybrid-dsm based Adaptive and Modular Shared memory architecture), is capable of supporting in principle almost arbitrary shared memory programming models on top of a common hybrid-DSM core, the SCI Virtual Memory or SCI-VM [8,17]. This new type of DSM system establishes the global virtual address space required for applications by combining the present NUMA HW-DSM with lean software management. On top of this fundament, HAMSTER provides a large range of shared memory and cluster resource services, including an efficient synchronization module called SyncMod [18]. These services are designed in way that allows the implementation of programming models in a low-complex fashion, enabling the creation of as many different models as required or necessary for the intended target users and/or applications. In summary, HAMSTER enables the efficient exploitation of loosely coupled NUMA clusters for shared memory programming without binding users to a new, custom API.

Despite the efficient and direct utilization of the underlying HW-DSM and the lean implementation of the corresponding software components, it can be observed that applications often suffer from significant performance deficiencies. The reason for this can be found in excessive remote memory accesses which, despite SCI’s extremely low latency, still can be up to an order of magnitude slower than local ones. It is therefore of great importance to study and optimize the locality behavior of shared memory applications in such NUMA scenarios since this will have a significant impact in the overall execution time and parallel efficiency of these codes.

3. Observing shared memory accesses

In order to optimize the runtime behavior of shared memory applications on top of such loosely coupled NUMA architectures, it is necessary to enable users to understand the memory access pattern of their applications and their impact with respect to the actual memory distributions. Depending on the application and its complexity, this can be a quite difficult and tedious task. Therefore it is of importance to support this process with appropriate tools. The basis for any of these, however, is the ability to monitor the memory access behavior on-line during the runtime of the application.

3.1. Challenges

The most severe problems connected with such a monitoring component stem from the fact that shared memory traffic by default is of implicit nature and performed at runtime through transparently issued loads and stores to remote data locations. Unlike in message passing systems, where explicit communication points are known and hence can be instrumented, in a
shared memory environment other ways to track remote communication have to be found.

In addition, shared memory communication is very fine-grained (normally at word level). This also renders code instrumentation recording each global memory operation infeasible since it would slow down the execution significantly and thereby distort the final monitoring to a point where it is unusable for an accurate performance analysis. In addition, such an approach would require a complete cache and consistency model emulation since these two components play a large role in filtering the actual memory references which need to be served from main and/or remote memory.

Therefore, the only viable alternative is to deploy a hardware monitoring device observing the actual link traffic of the NUMA interconnection network. Only this guarantees fine-grained information about the actual communication after any access filtration by caches without influencing the actual execution behavior. Such a device, the SMiLE hardware monitor, has been developed within the SMiLE project for the observation of SCI network traffic [6].

### 3.2. The SMiLE monitoring approach

This SMiLE hardware monitor is designed to be attached to an internal link on current SCI adapters, the so-called B-Link. This link connects the SCI link chip to the PCI side of the adapter card and is hence traversed by all SCI transactions intended for or originating from the local node. Due to the bus-like implementation of the B-Link, these transactions can be snooped without influencing or even changing the target system and can then be transparently recorded by the SMiLE hardware monitor.

In order to prevent the necessity to actually store the complete transaction information for later processing and to enable an efficient on-line analysis of the observed data, the hardware monitor enables a sophisticated real-time analysis of the acquired data. The result are so-called memory access histograms which show the number of memory accesses across the complete virtual address space of an application’s working set separated with respect to target node IDs. These histograms give the user a first and direct overview of the real memory access behavior of the target application.

In order to save valuable hardware resources, the SMiLE hardware monitor implements a swapping mechanism for its counter components. Whenever all counters are filled or one counter is about to overflow, a counter is evicted from the hardware monitor and stored in a ring buffer in main memory. The free counter is then reclaimed by the monitoring hardware for the further monitoring process. The resulting monitoring information in the main memory ring buffer is then collected by a corresponding driver software and combined to the complete access histogram. As the information, by the time it is evicted from the monitor, is relatively coarse grained, this combination step has rather low computational demands and therefore only a minimal impact on the application execution behavior [6].

In addition to this histogram mode, also referred to as dynamic mode due to its adaptability to the memory access behavior of the target application, the SMiLE monitor also contains a static monitoring component which allows to watch predefined events or accesses to special, user definable memory regions. In contrast to the former method, which is intended for a first performance overview of the complete application, this static mode is very useful for the detailed analysis of specific bottlenecks. Together, the two modes enable the complete analysis of the memory access behavior of shared memory applications on top of SCI.

Currently, the SMiLE hardware monitor is still under development with a first experimental prototype expected within the next six months. In order to still be able to start with software development and to prove the feasibility and usability of the presented approach, a realistic simulator for NUMA architectures has been developed [20] and is also being used within this work. It is designed in a way which allows a clean and easy migration from the simulation platform to the real hardware guaranteeing the validity of the presented approach.

### 3.3. The SMiLE tool infrastructure

In order to make the information gathered by the hardware monitor available to the user, it has to be first transformed to a higher level of abstraction. This is necessary since all acquired data is only based on individual memory accesses observed from the SCI network adapter and hence by nature based purely on physical addresses. This needs to be transformed into the virtual address space and then be related to source code information.

For this task, a comprehensive SMiLE software infrastructure is under development [9] (see also Fig. 1). It is based on the information acquired from the underlying monitoring component and transforms and enhances it using additional data collected from the var-
ious components of the overall system, including the SCI Virtual Memory and its synchronization module (see also Section 2) as well as various interfaces in programming models. This information is then aggregated and made globally accessible through the OMIS interface [1], an established on-line monitoring specification, and OCM (the OMIS Compliant Monitor) [23], the corresponding reference implementation.

As a result, this monitoring infrastructure enables a standardized and highly structured way for tools to access the distributed information. Currently the main focus lies on a sophisticated visualization tool, called DLV [21], which will be discussed below in more detail. In the future further shared memory tools will complete the monitoring infrastructure; especially an integrated and automatic data migration and load balancing component is envisioned.

4. Access behavior analysis

As mentioned in Section 2, the latency of remote memory accesses is one of the most important performance issues on NUMA systems. Optimizing programs with respect to data locality can minimize the accesses to remote memory modules and improve memory access performance. It requires, however, an understanding of a program’s memory access behavior at run-time. The SMiLE tool infrastructure described in Section 3 provides a monitoring facility for observing the interconnection traffic and enables a comprehensive analysis of the runtime memory access behavior of shared memory applications based on the observed data.

4.1. The visualization tool

As already mentioned, the current focus of the SMiLE tool infrastructure lies on the Data Layout Visualizer (DLV) [21], a comprehensive visualization tool for shared memory traffic on NUMA architectures. It is capable of transforming the fine-grained data acquired by snooping hardware monitors like the SMiLE hardware monitor into a human-readable and easy-to-use form, enabling an exact understanding of an application’s memory access behavior and the detection of communication hot spots. It provides a set of display windows showing the memory access histograms in various views and projecting the memory addresses back to data structures within the source code (see Fig. 2). This allows the programmer to analyze an application’s access pattern and thereby forms the basis for any optimization of the physical data layout and distribution.

For this purpose, the DLV includes several different views on the acquired data, each presented by a specific window within the GUI. The most basic one among them is the “Run-time transfer” window (shown top left in Fig. 2). It is designed to illustrate a global overview of the actual data transfer performed on the interconnection fabric and visualizes the number of network packets between all nodes in the system. In addition, communication bottlenecks are highlighted based on user-defined thresholds (relative to a system wide average).

Going further into detail and looking at accesses related to their destination within the whole shared virtual space, the “Histogram table” (shown top right in Fig. 2) shows exact numbers of accesses at page granularity. As above, access hot spots are highlighted using user-defined thresholds and are also extracted into a further table shown in the “Most frequently accessed” window. The same information, however with less detail, can also be shown graphically in the “Access diagram” (shown at bottom of Fig. 2). It presents the memory access histogram at page granularity using colored columns to show the relative frequency of accesses performed by all nodes. In this diagram, inappropriate data allocation can be easily detected via the different heights of the columns. In addition, the corresponding data structure of a selected page can be shown in a small combined window using a mouse button within the graphic area. These diagrams therefore can direct users to place data on the correct node that mostly requires it.

The “Histogram table” and the “Access diagram” described above serve as the base for a correct allocation of pages accessed dominantly by one node. For pages accessed by multiple processors, however, it is more difficult to determine their location. For this purpose, the DLV provides a “Page analysis” window to illustrate the access behavior within a page, directing programmers to partition such a page and distribute it among the nodes in the system. An example for this is given in the next section.

Besides the direct information based on virtual addresses discussed so far, the DLV is also capable of relating the presented data to user data structures within the source code. This is done with the help of the “Data structure and location” window, which can be activated as a main window beyond other windows or as a subwindow within them, showing the mappings between
the virtual address currently under investigation and the corresponding data structure within the source code. It therefore enables the user to relate the information acquired and visualized within the DLV to the data structures exhibiting the observed behavior and thereby to exactly modify the physical layout and distribution of the structures causing a problematic execution behavior.

4.2. Analyzing a sample code

The various DLV windows can efficiently be used to characterize the memory access behavior of shared memory codes. This will be demonstrated in the following using a Successive Over Relaxation (SOR) as a basic and easy-to-follow example. SOR is a numerical kernel that is used to iteratively solve partial differential
equations. Its main working set is a large dense matrix array. During each iteration a four point stencil is applied to all points of this matrix. Due to the fixed and uniform work distribution across all matrix points and due to the numerical stability of the approach, which allows a reordering of the stencil updates, the matrix is split into blocks of equal size during the parallelization process. Each block is assigned to one processor of the cluster and each processor in the following only updates the part of the matrix assigned to it. On the other side, elements of the matrix array are stored transparently over the whole cluster corresponding to the default allocation scheme of the SCI-VM, a round-robin distribution at page granularity.

Processors therefore communicate on most matrix/memory accesses to access the data included in the individual blocks leading to poor speedup. In order to understand its memory access behavior, the execution of the SOR code, running on a 4-nodes cluster using a 512 by 512 grid (about 1 MB memory footprint), is simulated for 10 iterations and the monitored data is visualized. Based on this information, the access pattern of the SOR code can be exactly analyzed and in the next step optimized.

First we use the “Run-time transfer” window to get a first overview over the complete application and to detect simple communication bottlenecks. In this case, however, this display only shows that every node is accessed frequently by others without the existence of a single dominating bottleneck. This indicates that the overall working load of the SOR code is not allocated correctly. In order to find the hot spots, the next step is to analyze the memory access histogram using the “Access diagram” window. Figure 3 shows three different sections of the complete node diagram from the view of node 1 as the local node (incoming memory transactions). The memory access behavior of pages on other nodes is quite similar due to the symmetric work distribution and parallelization concept within SOR.

The figure first shows that page 0 behaves differently than the rest, as it is accessed by all nodes. By examining the “Data structure and location” information, it can be extracted that this is caused by accesses to global variables located at the beginning of this page before the actual matrix part. This includes information about the matrix size as well as IDs for nodes, locks, and barriers, which are required by all parallel threads. Past this initial information, it can be seen that all pages up to 64 are only accessed by node 1 (the local node), pages between 68 to 124 by node 2, and so on. The data structure information provided by the DLV (shown in the small top window in Fig. 3) additionally shows that these access blocks correspond to matrix blocks of the main SOR matrix.

While the “Access diagram” offers the general understanding of a program’s access behavior, a more detailed analysis can be enabled using the “Page analysis” window of the visualizer. This window provides facilities to exhibit the memory accesses within a page and can be used for border pages with accesses from more than one node. Figure 4 shows the information about one such page: the “Section” subwindow, demonstrates the total references at finest possible granularity (mostly L2 cache line size) and the “Read/write”
subwindow presents the concrete numbers of reads and writes. These windows thereby give exact information about the memory accesses within a page and can be used to clearly identify sharing properties.

In the concrete example, Fig. 4 shows that the first few sections are only accessed by node 1 followed by sections with overlapping accesses from both. This indicates that such a page can be partitioned and distributed with the first section located together with the whole block on pages 4 to 64 on the corresponding node. For the following section with true sharing, however, a correct distribution is more difficult. In this case, the Read/write curve can be used to determine the optimal placement: since blocking read operations are more expensive than writes, which are non-blocking, the node with a highest read frequency has the priority for owning them.

In summary, the information acquired from the DL V windows clearly shows the blocked memory access and matrix distribution strategy presented in the SOR code. This observation is also likely to hold for all other working set sizes. Hence, it is possible to deduce an application’s memory access behavior based on the analysis of a single working set size and thereby to optimize the application in general.

4.3. Using the information for easy optimization

Based on the analysis described above, programs can be optimized by specifying a data layout fitting to their memory access pattern. This is done by placing data, which is indicated by the DLV as incorrectly allocated, on the correct nodes using annotations available in the programming models. For the SOR code this can be done by specifying a blocked memory distribution corresponding to the matrix subdivision into blocks and their assignment to processors. In order to verify the efficiency of this optimization, the modified version of the SOR code has been executed on a real NUMA cluster, along with two further codes, a Gaussian elimination (GAUSS) and a particle simulation (WATERSQUARED from Splash-2 [24]), which have been optimized in a similar way.

Both, the optimized and the transparent version of each code, have been executed on a 4 node Xeon 450 MHz cluster interconnected using the D320 SCI adapter cards by Dolphin ICS and the software setup described in Section 2. The results of these experiments are shown in Table 1 in terms of speed-up in comparison to a sequential execution. They show a rather poor performance when executed on a fully transparent memory layout with a significant slow-down. This picture changes drastically after the modification of the memory layout. Now a significant speedup can be observed, especially the SOR code with a speedup of over 3.1 on 4 processors. Also all other codes benefit significantly proving both the importance and the feasibility of the presented approach.

5. Related work

In recent years, monitoring approaches are increasingly investigated and some hardware monitors [10,12,14] have been developed for tracing of interconnection traffic. None of them, however, is applied to improve the data locality of running programs. An example is the trace instrument at Trinity College Dublin [14]. It has been built for monitoring the SCI packets transferred across the network, as our hardware monitor does, but is intended only for the analysis of the interconnect traffic with the goal to improve the modeling accuracy for network simulation systems.

Data locality, on the other hand, has been addressed intensively since it has a severe influence on performance of NUMA systems. Among these efforts [2, 4,11,15,16,19,22], which are primarily based on compiler analysis and page migration. One is especially closely related to the approach presented here. This is the Dprof profiling tool [2] developed by SGI. Dprof samples a program during its execution and records the program’s memory access information as a histogram file. This histogram can be manually plotted using gnuplot for analyzing which regions of virtual memory each thread of a program accesses and further directs the explicit placement of specific ranges of virtual memory on a particular node.

In comparison with the approach presented in this paper, the Dprof report is based on statistical sampling and does therefore not record all references; in addition, numbers of memory accesses are shown at page granularity, allowing no detailed understanding of accesses within a single page. This restricts the accuracy of memory behavior analysis and prohibits a proper specification of an optimal data layout.

6. Conclusions

The successful deployment of NUMA architectures using the shared memory paradigm depends greatly on the efficient use of memory locality. Otherwise appli-
Fig. 4. The detailed access character of Page 65 on node 2 (SOR code).

Table 1

| Execution on a real cluster with 4 nodes with and without optimizations |
|-------------------------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Time | Speedup | Time | Speedup | Time | Speedup |
|---------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Sequential execution | 1.36 s | 1 | 4.83 s | 1 | 15.83 s | 1 |
| Transparent parallel | 78.16 s | 0.0174 | 44.95 s | 0.1075 | 116.12 s | 0.14 |
| Optimized parallel | 0.43 s | 3.16 | 2.11 s | 2.289 | 5.20 s | 3.04 |

ctions will be penalized by excessive remote memory accesses and their significantly higher latencies. The tuning of applications towards this goal, however, is a difficult and complex task, since all communication is executed implicitly by read and write accesses and cannot directly be observed using simple software instrumentation without incurring a high probe overhead. Therefore, a low-level hardware monitoring facility in coordination with a comprehensive toolset has to be provided enabling users to perform the required optimizations.

Such an environment has been presented in this work. It consists of a low-level hardware monitor capable of observing the complete inter-node memory access traffic across the interconnection network and a tool infrastructure transforming the gathered information about the runtime behavior of the application into a human-readable way and enhancing it by additional information acquired through the various layers of the runtime environment. The current focus of this tool environment is a comprehensive visualization tool, the Data Layout Visualizer (DLV), which enables the presentation of the acquired information in a graphical and easy-to-use way. This includes the creation of memory access histograms which give a complete overview of the application execution across the whole address space without requiring any previous knowledge about the application. The information can then be used to analyze the memory access behavior of the target application and to optimize its memory distribution leading to, in most cases significant, performance improvement.

This has been proven by a set of numerical kernels, for which the optimization has enabled good speedup values on a 4-node SCI clusters. It is expected that a similar benefit can also be achieved for larger codes and systems as well as with more complex access patterns.

Even though this work was based on a single specific NUMA architecture, PC-based clusters interconnected with SCI, the approach is principally applicable to any other NUMA system, which allows to snoop memory traffic on any node. It therefore presents a general approach for the optimization of shared memory applications in such systems and can potentially be used far beyond the context of the SMILE project.
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